Lanyon High School
7&8 Design Technology
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By the end of Year 8, students explain factors that inﬂuence the design of products, services and environments to meet present and future needs. They explain the contribution of design and
technology innovations and enterprise to society. Students explain how the features of technologies impact on designed solutions and inﬂuence design decisions for each of the prescribed
technologies contexts.
Students create designed solutions for each of the prescribed technologies contexts based on an evaluation of needs or opportunities. They develop criteria for success, including sustainability
considerations, and use these to judge the suitability of their ideas and designed solutions and processes. They create and adapt design ideas, make considered decisions and communicate to
different audiences using appropriate technical terms and a range of technologies and graphical representation techniques. Students apply project management skills to document and use project
plans to manage
production processes. They independently and safely produce effective designed solutions for the intended purpose.
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Year 7
Safety
- Kitchen orientation
- Safety test

Year 8
Safety
- Kitchen orientation
- Kitchen Scenarios
- Safety test
Assessment Instrument
Kitchen safety test
Kitchen scenarios
Pancake design Challenge
Is Your Diet Killing you? Article

Assessment instrument
Kitchen safety test
Muffin Challenge
Nutrition Requirements poster
Practical work
Skill development through practical participation and methods of cookery
Design challenge folio - Muffin Challenge
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Practical Work
Skill development through practical participation and methods of cookery
Design challenge folio - pancakes

Nutrient Research assignment
Stages of the life cycle

Health related disease assignment
Is your diet killing you?
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3

Safety test

3

Safety Test and Kitchen Scenarios
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Muffin Design Challenge

6

Pancake Challenge
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Health Related disease. Is your Diet Killing you?
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Is Your Diet Killing You?

ONGOING

Practical participation and methods of cookery

ONGOING

Practical Participation and methods of cookery

Teachers moderate assessment task to ensure consistency of judgement
Moderation

Teachers moderate assessment task to ensure consistency of judgement

